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Leaf Rubbing
Nature Journaling for Kids

Head outside on a nature walk to hunt for leaves
Pick out two of your favorite leaves
Place the leaf one at a time behind this worksheet
Using a crayon held sideways, rub over the leaf onto this paper to

Supplies:
A collection of leaves, crayon or chalk, and a pencil 
Directions: 

1.
2.
3.
4.

       create your own leaf rubbing.  Repeat with the second leaf. 
   Optional: label the different parts of each leaf or write the name of the species



Leaf Hunt
Nature Journaling for Kids

Gather supplies
Head outside. As you look for leaves, collect ones of different colors, textures, 

Supplies: 
A field guide, magnifying glass, pencils, and art supplies
Directions: 

1.
2.

       and patterns. 
   3.  Stop and observe your leaves using a magnifying glass. 
   4. Draw a detailed sketch of the leaves you collected.
   5. Use your guide to identify the different species you collected.  Label
      each leaf with the correct species. If you are unsure, make your best guess.  
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Leaf Graphing
Nature Journaling for Kids

Gather supplies
Sort leaves into categories based on a specific characteristic.  Ex: Color or Leaf
Species. 
Count how many leaves are in each category. 
Create a picto-graph using the leaves you sorted.  Picto-graphs use images

Supplies: 
Collection of real leaves, pencil, and art supplies
Directions: 

1.
2.

3.
4.

       to show amounts. 
   5. Add color to your picto-graph using art supplies. 
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